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FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSIGHT

USD/INR: US Dollar index has dropped to a 2 year low and that is what is dragging the USDCNH and USD-Asia

sharply lower. At the same time, RBI has announced a slew of measures to support the prices of long term bonds.

All these signals are quite positive for the Rupee. However, the sharp plunge in Q1FY21 GDP is a big negative.

However, markets are forward looking and they are as of now ignoring the poor economic health of the Indian

economy, hoping that things will turn around in the next calendar year. This hope is floating on a sea of USD

liquidity. It also be propped by the decent carry in the currency. With 12 month forwards quoting near 4.25% in

the onshore, speculators are being tempted. Having said all that, the risk to Rupee volatility stems not just from

economy but also from geo-politics. The latest skirmish between India and China is a reminder of that. Price

action affirms a downtrend. I turned bearish on USDINR since June, when it was trading near 76.00 levels. I

continue to be so. There is a strong support near 73.00 levels on spot. Once the support breaks, I will eye 72.20/

50 zone. Sell on rise, with stop above 74.00 on a closing basis on spot.

EUR: Price continue to point towards a path of least resistance, which is upward for EURUSD. I have been bullish

on the pair since end-May and continue to hold that view. Buy on decline remains the trade. Major support zone

between 1.1850/1.1900. My stop loss on my long view will be below 1.1750 levels.

GBP: A risk on mood in global equity markets and soft USD are enough to propel GBPUSD higher above 1.34 lev-

els. I am going to maintain the long view with a stop below 1.3050. Next target is around 1.3550 and 1.3600

levels.

JPY: JPYINR may oscillate within a range of 69.00 and 70.00.

MACRO VIEW

A horror show in the GDP numbers, was more or less expected. Though one can fight over the actual percentage

decline but with Lockdown at its stringent phase between April-June quarter, it is no surprise that the GDP

degrew by nearly 24%. If one were to strip out the contribution from government expenditure and agriculture, the

contraction is well over 33%. Markets are forward looking and hence they may be focussed on what is next? The

economic contraction was policy made, probably first time. Therefore, the recovery will also be policy made.

From Lockdown to unlock, is the path of recovery. At the same time, government needs to focus on offering stimu-

lus, which will come by way of higher government debt. The next round of stimlus may come once the process of

unlockdown become sustainable. The mix of stimlus and unlocking may lead to sharper than expected recovery

in the next calendar year. This is what the market may be focussing on. What can change the outlook is if the

virus shows signs of resurgence in a way that unlocking is postponed for a long periof time.

Even before the next stimulus comes GoI, RBI is at its task. It has announced a fresh round of operation twist,

amounting to 20,000 crores in September, and hike in HTM limits to cool down the long term bond yields. The in-

teresting point in the annoucement is the news that RBI has allowed the banks the option to either prepay the

TLTRO funds amounting to 1 lakh crore or refinance it at repo rate. How much the banks will refinance and how

much they will retire will depend on how the funds have been utilised. If the funds have been utilised to in invest-

ments of private sector debt and public sector debt, then that portion of TLTROs will be refinanced at 4% repo,

but banks who have been unable to invest and hence parked in money market rates, then that portion will be

retired due to negative carry. If that happens, then it can reduce surplus liquidity to some extend and open up

space for intervention by RBI in either spot USDINR or OMOs in bonds.
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